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One of the oldest and greatest universities in the world.
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CAMBRIDGE ASSESSMENT

Cambridge Assessment: the trading name for the University of Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate (UCLES)

Departments

CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL EXAMINATIONS

Excellence in education

Cambridge International Examinations
The world’s largest provider of international education programmes and qualifications for 5 to 19 year olds

OCR

Oxford Cambridge and RSA

OCR: Oxford Cambridge and RSA Examinations
One of the UK’s leading providers of qualifications

CAMBRIDGE ENGLISH LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT

Cambridge English Language Assessment
Provider of the world’s leading range of certificates in English for Speakers of Other Languages
£350m business

2,200+ staff (plus 30,000 examiners)

11 UK locations 170 countries
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Cambridge English
Cambridge International Examinations
Our involvement with QTI

- We were involved in the initial development of QTI 2
- We have been transitioning to a digital test production workflow over the past four years
- Our existing test schema is based on QTI 2.1 but has been extended to fit our specific requirements
Experience of QTI

Our test content is used in several ways:

- Paper-based tests
- On-screen tests
- Partner on-screen tests

Our key issue: Maturity of adoption

- Many vendors have heard of QTI
- Some vendors claim to support QTI
- Support is usually limited

How can we better support adoption?